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Purpose: Chronic wounds are impaired in their healing processes and often require a tissue boost to restart healing progression. 
Dressings of all forms have been used extensively for decades and a variety of dressings was specifically designed for chronic wounds. 
A dressing based on a hydropolymer gel matrix with a semi-permeable polyurethane backing is thought to provide an optimal balanced 
wound moisture environment and could hence positively affect the biochemical composition of exudate. However, the mechanism 
behind the technology is described sparsely.
Patients and Methods: We herein report in vitro data to support the mode of action of the hydropolymer gel dressing concerning 
fluid management, protease binding and thermal insulation. Moreover, a non-interventional prospective study examined the use of the 
unique hydropolymer gel dressing on pain levels.
Results: Data demonstrated a possible tissue boost by retaining as well as providing fluid, depending on the exudate amount, and by 
binding proinflammatory proteases. The dressing was further able to stabilize growth factors and provide thermal insulation, thereby 
positively supporting keratinocyte proliferation and migration in vitro. Furthermore, a significant reduction of the pain level after 
application could be observed clinically.
Conclusion: Together, these factors provide a beneficial environment for wound healing and restarting stagnating wounds (or 
providing optimal conditions for acute wounds). In addition, the dressing appeared to be a good choice for painful wounds.
Keywords: hydrogel, pain relief, cooling effect, thermal insulation, wound healing

Introduction
Wound care is an extensive medical field that has been characterized by rapid development in recent decades. The 
process of wound healing is distinguished by the superimposed phases: hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation and 
maturation/remodeling.1 These complex physiological processes involve the interaction of different cell types, growth 
factors, extracellular matrix components, and proteinases.2 In non-healing or slow-healing chronic wounds, the healing 
progression is interrupted. These wounds are characterized by an excessive inflammatory phase. Studies on model 
organisms yielded mechanistic insights into the influence of inflammatory pathways on wound healing.3 They lead to 
increased infiltration of neutrophils, heightened levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and elevated amounts of proteases 
including matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) and elastase as well as augmented quantities of reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
species (RONS). In addition, reduced amounts of growth factors lead to impaired cellular functions of fibroblasts and 
epithelial cells.4 For instance, in chronic wounds, growth factors such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) are 
affected, which promote chemotactic cell recruitment and proliferation as well as increases angiogenesis.4 New findings 
from the analysis of chronic wound-associated fibroblasts revealed lysosomal dysfunction and dysregulated transforming 
growth factor (TGF)-ß signaling, which could explain the decrease in proliferation and migration.5
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In the 20th century, the positive effects of moist wound care on wound healing were described for the first time and 
advanced wound dressings made from innovative materials were developed.6,7 Wound dressings based on foams, 
alginates, hydrogels and hydrocolloids can be regarded as state-of-the-art in wound care.7 There is a wealth of clinical 
evidence supporting the effectiveness of different wound dressings, although no advanced wound dressing appears to be 
superior for specific wound etiologies.8–10 Nonetheless, these dressings have been proven to be beneficial compared to 
traditional gauze dressings.8–10 The following properties of a wound dressing are believed to be critical in promoting 
wound healing: (i) providing or maintaining a moist environment, (ii) allowing gas exchange, (iii) maintaining an 
adequate tissue temperature to enhance blood flow and epidermal migration, (iv) offers protection against bacterial 
infection and (v) is non-adherent, sterile, non-toxic and non-allergic.6,7 Moisture vapor transmission rate (MVTR) and 
thermal insulation capability are therefore important parameters when evaluating wound dressings.11,12

The hydropolymer gel dressing analyzed here is a sterile, self-adhesive wound dressing with a semi-permeable 
polyurethane backing. The moisture balance of this combination is achieved through the three-dimensional network of 
hydrophilic, synthetic polymers, which can absorb or release fluid depending on the hydration status of the wound. 
Notably, injured skin can lose 20 times more fluid compared to normal skin, pointing to the importance of MVTR and the 
high fluid capacity of wound dressings such as hydropolymer gel dressings. These conditions allow for cell proliferation 
and epithelialization, which helps accelerate the healing rate.13

In clinical use, the hydropolymer dressing demonstrated a positive influence on the wound environment in chronic 
wounds.14 The exact mechanisms why the dressing stimulates the tissue and restarts the wound healing process have not 
yet been described. It is suggested that the hydropolymer dressing creates a moist environment through vertical fluid 
uptake while keeping exudate away from the wound edges and stimulating autolytic debridement. The aim of the study 
was to investigate technical properties of the hydropolymer dressing such as absorption and MVTR, influence on 
inflammatory proteases, growth factors and temperature for the first time in a comprehensive approach as well as 
demonstrate the influence of the dressing in the clinical setting.

Materials and Methods
Measurement of Absorption Capacity and MVTR
Absorption and MVTR were measured for the hydropolymer gel dressing (Cutimed® HydroControl, BSN medical 
GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and the results evaluated in comparison to a hydrocolloid dressing (Comfeel® Plus 
Transparent; Coloplast A/S, Humlebæk, Denmark) and a foam dressing (ALLEVYN® Thin; Smith & Nephew, 
London, United Kingdom). Each wound 10×10 cm dressing was placed in inverted beakers for an incubation period 
of 24 hours at 37 ± 1° C and 10 ± 1% relative humidity in accordance with DIN EN 13726–1:2002, section 3.3 (n=6). 
Vertical absorption was measured for the hydropolymer gel dressing. The dressing was placed on a vertical, heated glass 
plate (37° C) while a colored test solution flowed through the center of the dressing at 1 mL/h. The spread of fluid on the 
front and back of the dressings was assessed photographically at baseline, after 1 hour, 12 hours and 24 hours.

Binding Assays for MMP-8, MMP-9, PMN Elastase and PDGF-BB
Binding assays were performed as previously reported.15–17 In brief, 8 mm samples (~ 0.5 cm²) of wound dressings were 
placed in 24-well cell culture plates (n = 4) and treated with human MMP-8 (2 ng/mL), MMP-9 (2 ng/mL), platelet- 
derived growth factor (PDGF-BB, 1 ng/mL) (all R&D Systems GmbH, Wiesbaden Germany) or PMN elastase (250 ng/ 
mL, Demeditec Diagnostics GmbH, Kiel, Germany) in a final volume of 1 mL protein solution. Glass cover slips served 
as controls. Samples were incubated for up to 24 hours at 37°C on a plate mixer before collection of supernatants. Bound 
protein was eluted from the individual samples by shaking in 1 mL phosphate-buffered saline (BioConcept AG, 
Allschwil, Switzerland) for 1 hour at 37°C. Mediator concentrations were determined by specific ELISA assays as 
recommended by the manufacturers (R&D Systems GmbH, Wiesbaden Germany, Demeditec Diagnostics GmbH, Kiel 
Germany). All values are expressed as mean ± SD (standard deviation). One-way analysis of variance was carried out to 
determine statistical significances (Microsoft Excel 2000). Differences were considered statistically significant at a level 
of p < 0.05. Asterisks indicate significant deviations from the control (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).
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Scratch Wound Assay
The scratch wound assay was performed as described by Wiegand et al18 Briefly, HaCaT keratinocytes (provided by Prof. 
Fusenig, University Heidelberg, Germany) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (BioConcept 
AG) supplemented with 1% antibiotic-antimycotic solution (PELOBiotech GmbH, Planegg, Germany) and 10% fetal calf 
serum (PAN-Biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany) at 37°C and 5% CO2 atmosphere. Use of the keratinocyte cell lines 
was approved by the institutional ethics committee (4739–03/16). A total of 40.000 cells/cm² were seeded into 6-well 
slides and cultured for 48 hours to confluence. Cell monolayers were scratched with a sterile pipette tip and loose cells 
were removed by rinsing with medium prior to the experiment. Samples of 4 cm diameter were prepared from the 
hydropolymer gel dressing and cotton gauze pads (Fuhrmann GmbH, Much, Germany) and equilibrated in DMEM 
before application. The samples were directly placed onto the cells (n = 4), while supernatant was adjusted beforehand to 
pH 7.4. Cells were incubated for up to 48 hours followed by hematoxylin and eosin staining. Scratch width was 
determined using VHX 950F software (KEYENCE DEUTSCHLAND GmbH, Neu-Isenburg, Germany). Progression of 
healing, designated as wound area in [%], was calculated comparing scratch width at each time point to the initial scratch 
width at baseline. All values are expressed as mean ± SD (standard deviation). One-way analysis of variance was carried 
out to determine statistical significances (Microsoft Excel 2000). Differences were considered statistically significant at 
a level of p < 0.05. Asterisks indicate significant deviations from the control (* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Determination of Thermal Insulation
Temperature profiles beneath the hydropolymer gel dressing were measured via temperature sensors covering an agar surface 
(MHE agar plates of 5 mm thickness and 10 cm diameter, Biomerieux, Marcy l’Etoile, France) on a heating block at 32.5°C, 
representing the skin wound temperature. Agar plates were covered with the hydropolymer gel dressing or cotton gauze pads, 
either dry or prewetted with 10 mL and 2 mL water, respectively. Temperature sensors (TC Direct, Germany) were placed 
under the samples and recorded the temperature every 5 seconds for 3 hours to assess heat transfer (n = 5).

Case Report of Hydropolymer Gel Dressing Performance
A Case report was collected in everyday clinical practice at the Herdecke Community Hospital in 2021. Treatment of 
a 74-year-old male patient, who had been suffering from venous leg ulcers on the lateral malleolus for 6 weeks as a result 
of a traumatic accident, is briefly described. The written informed consent was provided by the patient to have the case 
details and any accompanying images published.

Clinical Study on Pain
Between March and September 2017, a prospective, monocentric, observational study investigating hydropolymer gel 
dressings for wound pain was conducted at the Christliches Klinikum Melle (Melle, Germany). The design and conduct 
of the observational study were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All procedures performed in the study 
with human participants were reviewed and were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institution. The 
observational study was conducted in 2016 based on MDD 93/42 EEC and consideration of the German Medical 
Device Regulation §23 Patient Consent. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. The responsible PI, 
had the additional qualification of good clinical practice to ensure the implementation and documentation according to 
the MDD.

Inclusion criteria were men and women ≥18 years, a written consent to participate in the study and dry to moderately 
exuding, uninfected, superficial wounds. Exclusion criteria were not willing or capable to consent into the study 
participation or an allergy against one of the product components. 26 patients were enrolled. Patients were scheduled 
for three consecutive visits (initial visit, dressing change and last visit) and wound pain level was assessed using a visual 
analogue scale for pain level before application, 15 minutes and 6 hours after application. The dressing was changed and 
the final visit was made after a maximum of 7 days, depending on the investigator’s decision. In addition, comfort, 
atraumatic removal, pain on removal, and adverse events were monitored. Descriptive and inferential statistical methods 
were used for the analysis. Dependent t-tests were performed to compare pain scores at different time points throughout 
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the study. In addition, a sub-analysis was performed distinguishing between patients with a baseline pain score < 4 and 
a baseline pain score ≥ 4. Mann–Whitney U-tests were performed to compare subgroups.

Results
Absorption Capacity
Absorption capacity and MVTR are key characteristics of wound dressings that provide information on the ability to 
maintain a moist wound environment. The hydropolymer gel dressing showed high absorption and MVTR capacity 
compared to the comparison dressings (Figure 1A). For the hydropolymer gel dressing, the vertical absorption test further 
demonstrated that the fluid retained safely (Figure 1B).

Binding of Proteases and Stabilization of Growth Factors
In order to assess the influence of the wound dressing on the molecular status of the wound, the ability of the 
hydropolymer gel to bind and eliminate inflammatory proteases was examined. Figure 2A and B shows a high binding 
capacity of the proteases MMP-8 and MMP-9 to the hydropolymer gel dressing samples. The bound proteases were 
efficiently sequestered and the concentration of free proteases was significantly reduced over time (p<0.01). This effect 
was even more pronounced for PMN elastase (Figure 2C), which was significantly reduced as early as 1 h and with 
a persistent effect up to 24 h (p<0.01). Furthermore, the hydropolymer gel dressing was able to stabilize the growth factor 
PDGF-BB under the test conditions (Figure 2D), thereby efficiently increasing the PDGF concentration in the artificial 
wound exudate solution (p<0.01).

Figure 1 (A) Measurement of the absorption capacity and MVTR of the hydropolymer gel dressing compared to the hydrocolloid and foam dressing. (B) Visual depiction of 
fluid absorption into the hydropolymer gel dressing.
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Scratch Assay
In vitro wound healing was evaluated by a scratch assay using keratinocytes. Mechanical scratching of confluent cell 
monolayers allows the measurement of cell migration at the wound edges. The assay was further performed specifically to 
simulate conditions that result in the cells “dry-out” when the applied dressing is unable to maintain a humid environment. The 
results are shown in Figure 3. It was noted that the scratches covered with cotton gauze (Figure 3A, left panel) exhibited no 
tendency to heal and the cells presented a damaged, rounded appearance. In contrast, treating the scratches with the 
hydropolymer gel dressing (Figure 3A, right panel) resulted in a significantly increased rate of scratch healing compared to 
cotton gauze (Figure 3B, p < 0.001).

Thermal Insulation
Wound dressings play an important part by protecting and insulating the wound to improve healing. Coverage by the 
hydropolymer gel dressing was shown to increase the temperature on the artificial wound bed over time (Figure 4, blue 
lines). The insulating function was best in a pre-wetted state. Application of dry gauze pads resulted in only a slight 
increase, while the temperature under the pre-wetted cotton gauze pad was not much higher than on the bare agar surface 
(room temperature of 25°C) (Figure 4, grey lines).

Case Report
Initially, the 6-months old ulcus cruris venosum was treated by the patient with ointment containing dexpanthenol. At the 
first visit, the wound measured 40×20 mm and the wound bed was partially covered with fibrin (Figure 5A). The wound 
was in a low-exuding state, while the wound edges showed signs of edema. There was no further evidence of wound 

Figure 2 In vitro binding of proteases and stabilization of growth factors. (A–C) In vitro binding of proteases ((A): MMP-8, (B): MMP-9 and (C): PMN elastase) and (D)) 
in vitro stabilization of PDGF-BB by the hydropolymer gel compared to the inert material control over 24 hours. Asterisks indicate significant deviations to medium control: 
**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
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infection. The wound was cleansed prior to application of the hydropolymer gel dressing. Within 4 weeks, wound 
conditions improved visibly, characterized a dry wound bed and areas of healthy granulation tissue (Figure 5B). The 
patient reported easy application even under compression.

Assessment of Pain Reduction in a Clinical Setting
Perceived pain can be alleviated by a cooling effect. The ability to provide pain relief by cooling was evaluated in 
a clinical trial. Twenty-six patients (median age: 65 years) were followed for a median wear-time of 9 days. Most patients 

Figure 3 Determination of the effects of the hydropolymer gel dressing in a scratch assay with keratinocytes. (A) Scratch width of keratinocytes at 1, 6, 24, and 48 hours 
under cotton gauze and the hydropolymer gel was determined by digital microscopy (100-times magnification). (B) Scratch wound healing was calculated in [%]. Asterisks 
indicate significant deviations to scratch width at 1 h: ***p < 0.001.

Figure 4 Temperature profile on a simulated wound bed under the hydropolymer gel. (A) Exemplary picture of the test setting consisting of MHE agar plate on a heating 
block. Three sensors were placed beneath, in and on the hydropolymer dressing (B) and gauze (C). (D) Comparison of the temperature profile on a simulated wound bed 
under dry (dark lines) and prewetted samples (light lines) of the hydropolymer gel (grey lines) compared to cotton gauze pads (blue lines).
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were male (69.2%). Half of the patients (N = 13) were treated for lacerations or abrasions. The dressing was applied to 
donor sites in 5 patients and to superficial ulcers in another 4 patients. Wound exudate was mostly low (n = 23), while 2 
patients showed no signs of exudate, and 1 patient had a moderately exuding wound. None of them had decreased pain 
sensitivity. Wound pain prior to initial dressing application was 3.0 (± 0.3). The results of the pain assessment are shown 
in Figure 6. Pain was rated significantly lower after application of the hydropolymer gel dressing (Figure 6A) for 15 
minutes (difference after 15 minutes: 1.6 ± 0.2; p < 0.05) and 6 hours (difference after 6 hours: 2.0 ± 0.3; p < 0.05). 
A sub-analysis distinguishing between patients who rated their initial wound pain < 4 (Figure 6B) and those who rated 
their initial wound pain ≥ 4 (Figure 6C) showed that the effect was more pronounced in patients with higher initial pain 
scores. Overall, 73.0% of the patients rated the pain-relieving properties of the dressing as “very good” or “good”. Most 
patients (80.7%) further rated the cooling effect of the dressing as “good” or “satisfactory”. Moreover, a 100% of the 

Figure 5 Case report (A) Ulcus cruris venosum with low exudate level and slough before wound management with the hydropolymer gel. The surrounding skin was dry. 
(B) Same wound after 4 weeks of regular wound management with the hydropolymer gel. A wound size reduction and debridement is visible.

Figure 6 Pain assessment before and after application of the hydropolymer gel. The hydropolymer gel was applied on dry to moderately wounds and wound pain during 
application and 15 min and 6 h after application was assessed by a visual analogue scale for pain (0–10). (A) Overall assessment, (B) subanalysis of patients with an initial 
wound pain below VAS 4 and (C) subanalysis of patients with an initial wound pain of 4 or higher. Asterisks indicate significant deviations to the initial visit: * p < 0.05, **p < 
0.01.
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patients rated the wearing comfort of the dressing to be “very good” or “good”. At the final visit, dressing removal was 
atraumatic in 90.2% of patients. No skin reaction occurred in any of the patients during the study period.

Discussion
There might not be an ideal wound dressings for all wounds, however, the following characteristics are crucial for 
adequate support: (i) providing or maintaining a moist environment, (ii) allowing gas exchange, (iii) maintaining 
appropriate tissue temperature to improve blood flow and epidermal migration, (iv) providing protection against bacterial 
infection as well as (v) being non-adherent, sterile, non-toxic and non-allergic.6,7 The wound environment and thus the 
wound healing process are influenced by a variety of factors. Key factors include the amount and composition of wound 
exudate, which varies between acute and chronic wound etiologies.19,20 The fluid represents blood depleted of most red 
cells and platelets21–23 and is normally produced in the initial healing process, helping to create a moist wound 
environment, removing devitalized tissue and providing nutrients to support epithelialization.21

A moist wound environment, such as that created by modern dressings, supports wound healing by supporting cell 
proliferation and migration.13 Xu et al reported on appropriate MVTRs to maintain optimal wound hydration to support 
proliferation and regular function of epidermal cells and fibroblasts.24 Hydrogels are characterized by a hydrophilic, 
cross-linked 3D network of natural or synthetic polymers with a high-water content. The structure and function of 
hydrogels is similar to the natural extracellular matrix (ECM). Hydrogels create a moist environment on the wound 
surface, feature good absorption capacity for tissue exudates and possess oxygen permeability [Qi et al 2022, Zhang et al 
2022]. Therefore, hydrogel dressings are also suitable for necrotic wounds25 by increasing the moisture content of the 
necrotic tissue and thus facilitating autolytic debridement.26 The presented case report on a chronic venous leg ulcer 
demonstrates the necessity of establishing a humid milieu for a chronically dry wound to ensure an optimal wound 
healing environment, which could be achieved by application of the hydrogel dressing. On the other hand, hydrogel 
dressings can also absorb up to 1000 g/g of liquid, making them suitable dressings for highly exuding wounds.27 Here, it 
was demonstrated that the absorption capacity of the hydropolymer gel dressing was significantly higher compared to 
a hydrocolloid or foam dressing making it suitable for appropriate exudate management. The scratch wound test showed 
that the application of the hydropolymer gel dressing improved the cell repair processes, while cotton gauze negatively 
influenced the regeneration of the cell monolayers. Cell damage under cotton gauze was attributed to desiccation of cells 
due to moisture loss, as cotton gauze samples slowly dried out over time under the experimental conditions. In contrast, it 
could be shown for the first time that the hydropolymer gel dressing maintains a humid environment, which supported 
wound closure in the test. Previously, it could be demonstrated that wound dressings are capable of inducing growth 
factor gene expression in keratinocytes and fibroblasts in vitro [Morgner et al 2022]. While moisturizing, the hydro-
polymer may further support wound healing through gas-induced osmosis, which oxygenates the wound and could 
increase collagen production. This would indirectly support epithelization; however, further analysis evaluating oxyge-
nation are needed to validate the hypothesis.

The availability of molecular oxygen is essential in wound tissue during collagen synthesis and maturation of 
procollagen into stable triple helix collagen.28 Often, extracellular matrix deposition is insufficient in chronic wounds 
due to deficient collagen remodeling and production by fibroblast. At the same time, increased concentrations of 
proteases, including MMPs and PMN elastase, excessively degrade the extracellular matrix.28 Several studies have 
shown that exudates from non-healing wounds contain elevated levels of proteases including MMPs and PMN 
elastase.29–31 The excessive action of elastase further leads to significantly reduced levels of growth factors and protease 
inhibitors,32 leaving MMP-2 (gelatinase A) uncontrolled to cleave collagen, elastin and fibronectin eventually causing 
extracellular matrix destruction.31 State-of-the-art concepts of modern wound management focus on reducing these 
inflammatory mediators and establishing a moist wound environment. Therefore, absorbent capacity and the ability to 
entrap inflammatory proteases are important functions for dressings to be used on chronic wounds. The hydropolymer gel 
dressing decreased the concentration of the proteases MMP-8, MMP-9 and PMN-elastase in vitro by safely entrapping 
the biomolecules in the absorbed exudate via an osmotic effect. It is assumed that inhibition of pro-inflammatory protease 
activity and its sequestration protects growth factors and newly formed granulation tissue.33 This property is also 
described for other wound dressings such as alginates and superabsorbent wound dressings with polyacrylate.15–17,34 
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Clinical evidence for the beneficial effects on MMP-inhibiting wound dressings with regard to wound closure, wound 
size reduction, healing time and healing rate exists [Dissemond et al 2020]. Current developments in wound management 
further involve the delivery of growth factors to the wound.35 For example, a PDGF-containing gel showed simultaneous 
biomimetic and chemotactic effects and promoted wound healing in excision wounds.36 It was further found that the 
hydropolymer gel dressing stabilizes the growth factor PDGF in addition to eliminating pro-inflammatory proteases, 
which would benefit the wound healing process.

The optimal wound environment is further determined by tissue temperature. It has been shown that a temperature 
below 28°C impedes the wound healing process due to disturbed cell metabolism.12,37 Accordingly, it has been found 
that the center of chronic wounds is often relatively hypothermic, delaying any healing progress.12,38,39 In addition to 
physical treatments to increase the wound temperature, wound dressings play an important role in ensuring the 
protection and insulation of the wound to improve healing progression. However, this feature seems to be rarely 
addressed in performance studies on wound dressings. In this novel experimental approach, it was demonstrated that 
the hydropolymer gel dressing offered superior insulation properties compared to cotton gauze pads. Interestingly, pre- 
moistened cotton gauze reduced wound temperature, while moisture was insulated and warmed by the hydropolymer 
gel dressing.

Another aspect of wound management is the management of wound-related pain, as this is also essential for optimal 
wound healing. Dressings can contribute to pain and trauma by mechanically detaching the stratum corneum from underlying 
epidermal and/or dermal cells, but also by mechanically stimulating underlying inflammatory tissue and damaging granulation 
tissue. Therefore, advanced wound dressings should prevent wound-related pain during dressing changes. A reduction of the 
skin temperature can have a soothing effect on painful and inflamed skin areas. Due to the water content and water activity, 
such a cooling effect of the hydropolymer gel dressing is to be expected.40 In accordance, a significant reduction of the wound 
pain perceived by patients could be demonstrated for the hydropolymer gel dressing. The observed effect was above the 
smallest reasonable reduction as described.41 A sub-analysis showed that the effect was greater in patients with higher initial 
pain. The cooling effect is due to the high water content and subsequent exposure and evaporation of the water in the hydrogel 
layer. It is hypothesized that this effect also has an impact on the inflammatory process,42 but there is no evidence to date for 
the hydropolymer gel dressing. Nevertheless, the clinical data together with reports in the literature43 showed that this 
analgesic effect lasted up to 6 hours and was dependent on the initial pain. Other studies have shown that the cooling effect of 
hydrogel dressings reduces pain, particularly in burns.43 The cooling effect can be enhanced by air movement; therefore, the 
dressing should remain uncovered. The temperature differences on the skin can be up to 4 degrees (considering an analgesic 
threshold of 28 °C and 32 °C skin temperature).43

Comparing the properties of the hydropolymeric gel dressing to the ideal wound dressing discussed above, it can be 
concluded that the dressing provides and maintains a moist environment, allows gas exchange, isolates the wound and 
maintains an appropriate tissue temperature while protecting the wound from external influences. Clinical evidence also 
confirmed that the hydropolymer gel dressing allowed for atraumatic dressing changes as it was non-adherent and no 
potential for toxicity and allergic reactions was reported.

Conclusion
Our data showed that the hydropolymer gel dressing conveys a tissue boost to the wound by providing a moist wound 
environment and depleting inflammatory proteases via an osmotic mode of action. In addition, the wound temperature is 
stabilized by the dressing, which enables effective cell metabolism. The result of the observational study showed that the 
cooling effect of the dressing and the associated pain relief in the patients is achieved through a high MVTR and the 
quality of life is improved. Together, these factors provide a beneficial environment for wound healing and restarting 
stagnating wounds as well as providing optimal conditions for acute wounds.
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